
Every athlete has aches and pains.  Most are not serious and go away on their own.  If you feel a minor ache you can 
wait and see for 3 days if it goes away without changing your running (but don’t run through severe pain).  After 3 
days, take a day or two off and then cut your mileage 50% for 3-5 days.   

 

STILL THERE? Book an appointment with a health professional.  Good treatment should allow you to keep on running 
in some form during your therapy.  

DECREASE LOAD/STRESSDECREASE LOAD/STRESSDECREASE LOAD/STRESSDECREASE LOAD/STRESS    
 

1. Avoid too much too soon – follow a progressive volume/intensity running plan. 
2. Ignore #1 – if you are constantly in pain then try a different program. 
3. Vary your running surfaces and routes 
4. Change your shoes regularly (or at least change something) 
5. Avoid overstriding - the debatable 180 step rule 
6. Quiet your footstrike - run softly 
7. When in doubt see a coach 

A NOTE ON STRESS FRACTURESA NOTE ON STRESS FRACTURESA NOTE ON STRESS FRACTURESA NOTE ON STRESS FRACTURES    
    

Some injuries should not be run through.  Injuries that are around bone, don’t respond to typical treatment or are 
vague and difficult to recreate may be stress fractures.  Many stress fractures are benign but some can progress to full 
on fractures.  For example, femoral neck stress fractures can lead to full fractures.  You won’t be running for a long 
time if you have one of these. 
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1. Strength training – not just your core but your whole body. 
2. Improve  hip abduction strength 
3. Tailor a flexibility and strength program to YOUR needs 
4. Treat existing injuries – unresolved injuries correlate with future injury. 
5. Warm up 
6. Perform cross training exercises 

INCREASE TISSUE RESISTANCE INCREASE TISSUE RESISTANCE INCREASE TISSUE RESISTANCE INCREASE TISSUE RESISTANCE ---- your body is an adapting system your body is an adapting system your body is an adapting system your body is an adapting system    

WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU HAVE PAIN?WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU HAVE PAIN?WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU HAVE PAIN?WHAT DO YOU DO IF YOU HAVE PAIN?    

If in doubt, feel free to email at greglehmanphysio@gmail.comIf in doubt, feel free to email at greglehmanphysio@gmail.comIf in doubt, feel free to email at greglehmanphysio@gmail.comIf in doubt, feel free to email at greglehmanphysio@gmail.com    
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Kneeling Side to  Kneeling Front Bridge Hold each position for 5 seconds 

Roll to other position 

Aim to roll while keeping your hips and 

shoulders aligned 

 

Perform 10 to 15 rolls 

BIRDDOG  

Raise one leg at a time 

Aim to keep a steady and straight spine 

Hold for 3 to 5 seconds 

Repeat with opposite limbs 

ONE LEG BALANCE 

Hold this for 10-20 seconds.  To 

modify drop hip and then lift hip 

back up (Hip Airplane) 

One Leg Squat and Opposite 

Leg Raise 
This can be done three ways: 

1. Raise the outstretched leg upwards 

and repeat 

2. Squat down with the leg that is on 

the ground 

3. Combine the 1 and 2 (Good luck) 

Catch and Pop 

Raise your leg with your 

hands.  Pull your leg back 

and down against your 

hands or against tubing or 

some resistance. 

 

Then drop your leg, catch 

it with your psoas and 

“pop” it back up to its 

starting position 

SQUAT & Grip 

The squat is performed the same as pre-

viously with one slight change.  While 

squatting down attempt to grip and 

“spread” the floor.  As if you are pushing 

the ground out to the sides of your feet.  

Nothing should move but the attempt 

will increase hip abductor activity.   Per-

form 10-15 repetitions BONUS: HAVE 

YOUR PARTNER PUSH INWARDS 

ON BOTH KNEES WHILE YOU 

SQUAT (ALONE DO THIS WITH A 

BAND 

 


